MASTER’S DEGREE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY & INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING
ACADEMIC YEAR 2021-22
Admitted Academic Commission 21/07/2021

AFZALI, ROOHOLLAH
AGUT LÓPEZ, RAÚL
ALJABER, HATEM
ALROHBAN, MARYAM
ÁLVAREZ RODRÍGUEZ-SIEIRO, ALMUDENA
ÇAMYARAN, MERT
COHEN, ELIAS
COMBA GARCÍA, ADRIÁN
CRESPO, ORLANDO
DAWID, SASHA
FADUL BONAMUSA, MIKEL
GIL OGUETA, IBAI
HERAS BRIONES, ANDREA
KATMARJI, JOSEPH
KOÇAK, MURAT SARÇ
LEÓN VILARRUBIAS, JOEL
MACHEREY, LUKAS
MASSI, EEVA
MECHREF, RAMY
MESONERO PERALTA, ANDREA
MOE, JULY
MUÑOZ BOLAÑO, ALBERT
NIETO HILARIÓN, SOFÍA
PORRAS MARTINEZ, ERIKA
ROIG CEREROLS, MARTA
SALAZAR DURÁN, JOSÉ JAVIER
YAZICIĞLU, ALPEREN

Not Admitted

9992005570 reason: academic profile not appropriate

Minimum grade to access: 6,254

Complaints against resolutions issued by the Academic Commission of the programme must be addressed to the rector by means of an appeal, within a period of one month from the day following the reception of the resolution of said Academic Commission.

Barcelona, 21 July 2021

Carlos Oriol Gorjón, Academic Commission secretary

[Signature and date]
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